QUALITY OUTCOMES: REDUCING RADIATION
HEART DOSE WITH DEEP INSPIRATION BREATH HOLD
Outcomes of using Deep Inspiration Breath Hold technique during radiation treatment delivery
on patients with left sided breast cancer
Sanford Cancer Center in Sioux Falls sees more than 300 patients with a new breast cancer diagnosis annually. As a leader
in cancer care, we continue to develop and implement state-of-the-art techniques to ensure the best clinical outcomes. One
of the goals of treatment for the patient is to have the lowest achievable dose of radiation delivered to healthy structures near
the radiation treatment field. Deep Inspiration Breath Hold (DIBH) is a new technique initiated at Sanford Radiation Oncology to
help achieve the goal of reducing dose to normal tissue. Our aim is to measure the radiation dose to the heart for patients being
treated with radiation for left sided breast cancer and compare this to patients not treated with DIBH.

How it works

Patients will work closely with the radiation therapists. They coach patients on how to hold their breath, and will monitor their
breathing during their treatment. Video cameras will be focused on the patient’s breathing movement in the treatment room.
There is no radiation associated with the monitoring system; it is comparable to a regular camera. The cameras are used by
the radiation therapists to position patients on the treatment table, and also monitor their breathing during treatment.
Patients are positioned on the treatment table based on a series of marks on their skin that they receive at the time of the
treatment planning CT scan. A series of lasers help guide proper patient position placement. The camera will shine a red light
onto the patient’s skin. The therapist will ask the patient to take a deep breath and they will move the table so the patient is
positioned correctly. This process may be repeated for proper positioning.
When patients are ready for the radiation treatment, the radiation therapist will tell the patient over a speaker system to take in
a deep breath and hold it. This may also take several tries before it’s entirely correct. By holding their breath, their heart stays
out of the radiation treatment field.
Since the implementation of DIBH there is a measurable reduction in the radiation heart dose for our left breast cancer
patients. A quality study was completed and data following implementation of the DIBH technique quality improvement is
as follows:
Study Topic: Performance measures radiation dose to critical structures before and after the introduction of DIBH technique
in the Radiation Oncology treatment setting.
Purpose: The primary aim of the study was to measure the radiation dose outcome in critical structures for patients being
treated in Radiation Oncology with left sided breast cancers. Current literature has shown that patients treated utilizing a DIBH
technique receive the prescribed radiation dose to the treatment target, while decreasing dose to healthy tissues of the heart
and left lung (Tang et al). Additionally, through patient selection, a robust patient education plan, and increased experience of
the radiation oncology staff have also shown to decrease treatment time for some patients.
The goal of the study was to complete a retrospective comparison of left sided breast cancer patients treated under a
conventional technique to the same patient population treated utilizing a DIBH technique. Measurement and reporting will
include median dose and range to heart and left lung in all cases.
Scope of Issue: Comparison data was utilized from June 2016 through August 2017, inclusive of all physicians in the practice. A
DIBH technique was initiated with the first patient being treated in March 2017. Evaluation included at least 30 cases within
each group.
Reason why issue to be addressed: Sanford Cancer Center Radiation Oncology department developed and implemented the
DIBH program in December 2016. Evaluation of the clinical impact to patients receiving their radiation through this technique
was an important aspect of clinical decision making and assisted us in identifying any opportunities or successes, as well as,
implement any departmental changes related to what we discovered.
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